
How to use the Owl Punch to make adorable Penguins

I was SO excited to see that brand new Two-Step Owl Punch in the new Catalog - you can find 
it on pg 201 and priced at just $16.95 it is a bargain...and you know how I like to use my tools 
and stamps for more than the obvious?  Well I put my thinking cap on to see what I could come 
up with and ta-dah...here are some very cute penguins...

They are made using the Owl Punch, three colors of cardstock, some googly eyes and a couple 
of Dimensionals and the best bit is that you can make a penguin in literally 5-10 minutes - and 
they are going to be perfect for embellishing favors, cards, scrapbook pages and many other 
paper crafting projects and they would also make fabulous lollipop toppers to make very easy 
treats for kids...

How do you make them?  Very easily...here is my tutorial and at the very end you will find 
a link to a printable version of this tutorial that will open in a new window, so you will 
always have it to hand

Firstly gather your supplies...you will need the Owl Punch, three colors of cardstock (you can 
use up your scraps on this project), some googly eyes* or small circle punches, sharp paper 
snips, dimensionals and adhesive...
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Then punch out the following shapes using your cardstock...trim the feet off of one of the black 
body shapes and to make the orange beak, simply position a corner of your cardstock into the 
top piece of the bib part of the punch...

Next take the body part that you trimmed the feet off of and layer on the white bib, the beak, the 
feet underneath and attach the googly eyes - if you don't have googly eyes then you can use 
small circle punches to make some...

To make the wings, take your other black body shape and draw a wing shape onto it - cut this 
out and then flip it over and use this as a guide to make your other wing...
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To make the wings stand out a little, use Dimensionals to adhere your wings to the 
penguin...and there you have a very cute little guy that you can use to embellish many things 
and who is very cost effective and fun to make...I can see these little characters sporting bow 
ties, hats, buttons, scarves...the possibilities are endless...

I would LOVE to see what you come up with using this little character - email your 
creations to me at sarah@sarahsinkspot.com and I will feature them on my blog...and 
send you a little something via snail mail as a thank you  :-)

*You can find googly eyes at craft stores such as Michaels & Joanns, Walmart in the kids 
crafting aisle and sometimes in the Target Dollar Spot.

This tutorial was provided by www.sarahsinkspot.com – be sure to visit
and check out my other tutorials!

Want to print out more copies of this tutorial? You can do so by visiting the
Project Tutorials section on my website
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